PRIDE 3 – “Partnership for Rural
Improvement & Development in Europe”
The PRIDE 2 project follows the successful delivery of PRIDE in 2016-17. As before around 15 European countries
offer a number of pre-agreed ‘structured training courses’ (STC’s) to adult education staff from Grampus’s UKbased consortium of 15 partners involved in rural sustainability. PRIDE 3 embraces “Green Village” (an earlier
“Leonardo da Vinci” project) principles of environmental, cultural, social and economic sustainability in the
countryside.

Germany - Osprey & Cranes to Beaver - Wildlife watching & nature protection for red list
species
placement dates: 8-15 Sept 2021 (8 spaces)

DRAFT Program: The group will visit nature park and protected reserves like Bioshpärenreservat Mittlere Elbe
und Naturpark Dübener Heide. The nature reserves are well known for heath and wetland and proximity to
the River Elbe. Over the years practical nature conservation works have secured populations of breeding
cranes and ospreys, storchs as well as European beaver. The latter cause some damage, which will be shown
and assessed against the nature conservation benefits of natural wetland and the species as a landscape
engineer
The group will visit watching points and habitats of beaver, Osprey and Crane and learn about how the Nature
Reserve is managed.
If time allows an excursion to Leipzig or Dresden, possibly the Elbsandsteingebirge (Sandstone mountain range
in Saxony) might be included too. As your host Peter will have some work appointments to meet that week
some excursions might be self-led with a hired car.
Accommodation and meals: to be confirmed
self-catering “Haus der Einkehr” in the village of Schwemsal
https://www.haus-einkehr.de/ (only available in German)
The host will take you shopping for breakfast supplies at the start if the placement and in between if needed.
Lunch and dinners: mostly eating out. For dinner you can choose where to go by yourself. All meals expenses
will be reimbursed by the host (keep all receipts please)!
Transport: The group will have access to a hired minibus. Which means 1 or 2 drivers will be needed.
Airport runs will be organized by the hosts.

Host details: Zukunftswerkstadt Dübener Heide / Mr. Peter Kaiser
Flights: Ryanair
08 SEP 2021: 07:00 Manchester/ 09:55 Berlin Brandenburg
15 SEP 2011: 10:20 Berlin Brandenburg/ 11:25 Manchester

For more information please contact:
Jessica Karcher (Project Officer)
Grampus Heritage and Training Ltd,
Ashgill, Threapland, Wigton, Cumbria,
CA7 2EL / United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 16973 21516
Email: jessica@grampusheritage.co.uk
Website: www.grampusheritage.co.uk
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